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ABSTRACT
The Reflection– focuses on analysis of two realized Production of
University of South Carolina Theatre, and my learning experience during
my Professional Internship in The Theatre Company- La Fura Dels Baus,
Barcelona, Spain. The Productions that will be the subject are Scapin,
written by Bill Irwin and Mark O'Donnell, and directed by Louis Butelli,
school year- 2015/2016; and Grounded, written by George Brant, and
directed by Robert Richmond, school year- 2016/2017. The analysis will
explore the importance of collaboration within the Production process and
an understanding of the text and its transposition to theatrical space. It
will deal with important questions of where and how do scholarly studies
define the path of a future professional. These are questions that concern
the bond and the dichotomy between academia and professional practice.
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CHAPTER ONE
SCAPIN
1.1 The Play
Scapin is Bill Irwin and Marc O’Donnell’s adaptation of the Moliere’s
play “The Impostures of Scapin”. The original play is three-act intrigue
Comedy by the French playwright Molière. Characters are Commedia del’
Arte inspired, and the plot revolves around the scamming servants and
intellectually inferior masters. The main drive of the original script are the
comical situations that manipulative servants impose on their masters,
creating a mockery of the selective division in the society. The adaptation
takes this essential idea and places it in the “theatre setting”, adding the
sense of contemporary open-form performance. This combination creates a
witty, vaudevillian type of clown show, which, under layers of humor
shares a strong message. The Production took place in Longstreet Theatre
in February 2016. It was directed by guest director Louis Butelli. Costumes
were designed by MFA Costume Design candidate Rachel Harmon, and
Lighting Design was credited to MFA Lighting Design candidate Rachel
Sheets.
1.2 Concept
The name “Moliére” automatically conjures a collection of clichéd 17

th

century imagery– powdered wigs, buckled shoes, and artfully placed moles.
Director Louis Butelli wanted to run away from this stereotype, not
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because it represents a style that didn’t suit the production, but because of
the social gap between the contemporary spectator and the society
portrayed in the original version of the play. Executing a convectional
production

like

this

would

distance

the

audience

from

the

social

commentary imbedded in the script. The task was to find the right type of
humor

that

would

keep

the

farcical

expression

and

still

remain

contemporary enough to keep the audience engaged. The goal was to
transpose the humor of the 17 century play to the modern understanding of
th

what is comical. Considering this, the director created a concept that sets
the play in 1950s America, where the social division was as strong as it
was in feudal Italy. The decision to place the play inside of the “jumping”
blues/jazz bar with a live band drew the plot into the space where a
culture of the oppressed was created as an escape from reality. These
places were not depressing but rather cheerful, open-hearted, and positive.
Old gritty garages and basements like this were full of joy, they were
playful,

loud,

dynamic

and

most

of

all

sincere.

Concerning

the

development of the characters within the concept the director aimed to
create stereotypes that were comical in their one dimensionality. The
misunderstanding between the motivations and goals of the characters, and
the obvious difference in intellectual capacities of the servants compared
with masters created another platform for humor. The servants are dictated
the style, they conducted the play, communicating with the band and the
audience, whereas the masters and “higher society” members of the play
didn’t seem to understand the space, acknowledge the audience, or find a
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way to use any of the imaginary elements without difficulties. This created
one more fruitful drive for comical situations.
1.3 Realization
The set design tried to communicate these ideas, but also provide a
“playground” that supported the dynamics of the play. Stylistically, it
represented a “jumping” club transposed into an obvious “theatre setting”.
The “theatre setting” imposed the open convention, the break of the
theatrical illusion where the actors came in to the audience, addressing
them and bringing audience members on the stage. In this spirit, the doors
and windows were imaginary, the house was nothing but an obvious
ladder and an opening for a window, the brick walls are 2” thick. All of
this fed into the idea of the non-realistic setting, as the theater itself is.
The set design consisted of two realities: the “club” and the “play” reality.
The Director intersected these two realities in such a way that the servants
are occasionally occupied the space of the band.
Theatre stage is an Arena, which was transformed into a Thrust
Stage. The Longstreet This decision was influenced by the need for two
“levels” of reality. The seating bank across the booths was removed and in
its place, the second stage was created. The big issue were the sightlines.
One of the platforms for the band was way too far downstage which
caused problems for the far left and far right seats to see some portions of
the play. This was a sacrifice that was made to leave the possibility for
actors to show up from underneath the platform unseen.
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Figure 1.1 Joksimovic, Tamara, “Set Rendering”, University of South Carolina,
2016
The

“play”

area

consisted

of

two

movable

platforms

with

suggestions of a door and a window with a “chess board” painted floor
that hid three trap doors. This allowed a big plane playing surface, but
also with these few elements the dynamic of an almost empty space. For
purposes of a Comedy, in which humor is based on physical gestures, it
was important to create a number of possibilities for surprises, and
dynamics use of the space in both vertical and horizontal axis. The props
and furniture remained minimal which allowed fast scene changes and left
room for actors to mime imaginary props. During the rehearsal process,
the director and I discovered how to make use of the existing elements,
and which extra pieces would be useful to enhance the effect of the
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surprise. The director, being primarily an actor, was inspired by elements
which are abstract in meaning, but very concrete in functionality. Meaning
Researching this has led me to discovering the potential of a simple trunk.
We introduced this element, named “the magic box”, and decided to place
the entire story inside. This idea was staged at the top of the show, when
all the characters from the play came out of this “magic box”.

Figure 1.2 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Set Rendering”, University of South Carolina,
2016
The “club” area was treated as a different reality. It was divided
into a couple of platforms for the band members. The vertical flats
portrayed a broken image of a street corner, and the inside of a club. This
setting consisted of movable panels treated with brick texture, bare steel
structure and rotating doors.
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Figure 1.3 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Ground plan”, University of South Carolina,
2016
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Steel rectangular forms were inspired by sharp edges from Art Deco, the
period in which the play was set. Furthermore, the intention was to
capture the essence of the forms, which suggest the time period, but stick
to the idea that it was all placed in the theatre itself. This background
allowed for some of the scenes from the play to take place vertically.
Since we were trying to break the theatrical illusion, I
sort of realistic representations. For this reason, I

tried to avoid any

created the fusion of an

exterior and interior, which might be perceived, and played, as both.

Figure 1.4 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Set Rendering”, University of South Carolina,
2016
The set had a functionality but was not communicating very well
with other design elements of the show. Each design sector within the play
had a different vision of how to enhance the humor. In the case of the
set, the Comedy was driven by the difficulty of using imaginary elements,
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the dynamics of the movable pieces, and the vaudevillian style of blocking
which the space suggested. The costumes were

clownish caricatures,

originally inspired by a Charlie Chaplin/Buster Keaton type of stylized
silhouette with some exaggerations in the shape. They were mostly baggy
and ill-fitting which emphasized the comedy. The color palette was rich
and followed the historical references, which was a response to the
Director’s concept. Within the costumes there were certain conflicts because
there were some characters that were visually, stylistically and color-wise
from a different story. Their shapes and materials were more expressive
and over the top compered to the rest of the cast. All the male characters
including the ensemble girls were cohesive in style of patterns, with more
or less calm colors, and their costumes were accentuated with details that
pop out ( patterned tie, red socks, patches, etc..). The female characters,
however, were treated differently without a clear intention.
The lighting design was very vibrant, and highly saturated with
prevalent purple and pinkish tones. The visual impression which lighting
brought was the atmosphere of a circus. Considering that the performance
is situated in Thrust stage configuration, the planes are very nicely
gradated in intensity. There was a strong division between the two worlds,
and yet there was a sense of unity of the space. The elements of the set
that were just graphic suggestions of the actual shapes and volumes were
lit from the ground up, and that helped them pop out from the
background. The parts of the play that lighting design enhanced are: joy,
playfulness, passion and commedia. This type of performance requires for
quick and dynamic transition between the scenes, and the drastic light
8	
  

	
  

changes helped to keep the level of the energy up, during those transitions
especially because set was more static. All of these design choices are fed
the idea of a circus/ clown type show that created a sense of a play for
children. This enhanced the comedy in a particular style.

Figure 1.5 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Production photo”, University of South
Carolina, 2016
1.4 Conclusion
The biggest challenge of working on the production Scapin, was the
communication within the design team. When it comes to decision making,
the creative process in an educational theatre setting naturally differs from
the process in the professional setting. The student design teams were
primarily formed based on needs of student credits. Then, each designer’s
mentor has a different view on the outcomes of the learning process, and
therefore expects specific results.
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Figure 1.6 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Production photo”, University of South
Carolina, 2016

Figure 1.7 Ayer, Jason. “Production photo”, University of South Carolina, 2016
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Figure 1.8 Ayer, Jason. “Production photo”, University of South Carolina, 2016

Figure 1.9 Ayer, Jason. “Production photo”, University of South Carolina, 2016
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Figure 1.10 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Producton photo”, University of South
Carolina, 2016
Furthermore, the director in a student’s show is

not necessarily

going to pursue the visual and design unity, because the idea is for the
students to build individual portfolios which present who they are as
artists. This creates the emphasis on each design element as a separate
from one another. The result of all these elements put together is visual
and contextual discord. The set design was approached as a cabaret show,
without cartoonish and circus like elements. The costumes were somewhere
in the middle with both over the top caricatures (for some characters) and
the suggestions of the silhouettes

(for others). Whereas the lighting was

done in a circus, cartoonish style.
The Production meetings, and separate design meetings were not
helpful in resolving this issue. There were a couple of attempts to improve
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the collaboration, where we would discuss design choices and ideas, but
most of the time, the ideas from these meetings would be lost. The
production of Scapin has really helped me understand the importance of
communication in this collaborative art. Only sincere creative exchange can
result in a unified piece of theatre. Academic Theatre should provide a
better understanding of this. Good collaboration is based on trust. Earning
and giving trust to people is a very hard task, especially when you are, as
a student, faced with a team of strangers. Meetings are not sufficient for
the true exchange to take place. Working on Scapin has allowed me to be
more aware of my own mistakes, and to understand how hard it is to
give trust to someone. From the difficulty in believing in others’ choices, I
have formed an image of how a thrust-worthy person would act. This
image has helped me shape my own approaches, in attempting to build
myself as a team player.
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CHAPTER TWO
GROUNDED
This Production was intended to be a touring show, which would
adapt to different spaces and venues. The play was put on by a group of
Undergraduate and Graduate students, meant to be an experimental piece
of theatre, where all the departments would intersect, and collaboration
would present an essential drive. The original version took place in
Longstreet Theatre, in October 2016. It was directed by Robert Richmond
and Ryan Stevens, with lighting design by Megan Branham. The tour of
the show began in February 2017, and the production has undergone
artistic metamorphosis. The second version of the production took place in
several venues: Benson Theatre, University of South Carolina, Oklahoma
City University’s Black Box Theatre, Trustus Theatre, and Salkehatchie,
Allendale, University of South Carolina. The creative team was also slightly
changed- the director was Robert Richmond with lighting design by Nate
Terracio. This Chapter will focus on the original ideas primarily explored
in the first version of the production, and on the further development of
these in the course of time and under the influence of different spaces. It
will

question

the

success of

bold

important ideas.
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2.1 The Play
Grounded is a contemporary play, written by George Brant. It
portrays the story of a female fighter pilot, a woman fighting her way
inside of the “man’s world”. Ironically, the tragedy of this character begins
with her impregnation. As she tries to find herself in the new maternal
role, she start losing who she was. Her return to the Air Force forces her
to face the fact that her flying days are over. From then on she is a drone
pilot. As her attempts to adapt to modern warfare fail, and her role as the
mother, and wife suffer, she falls deeper into post-traumatic stress disorder,
depression and anxiety. This leads to a climactic ending where the edges
of her two realities blur into one, and in a hallucinatory experience she
crashes a drone trying to save her daughter. The tragic ending evokes
discussion of themes that up till then were merely been represented or
talked about. These themes concerned the consequences of modern warfare,
and their manifestation. The script provokes critical thinking, which
communicates itself through the language of contradictions, repetitions, an
emotional landscape and a downfall of a tragic hero.
2.2 Concept
Can dehumanization be reversible? The main task of the production
was to question the mental and emotional consequences of war, and
emphasize the responsibility of the society which is forgetting to take
care of those fighting for it. The idea is to portray the ignorance and
negligence of the system through the tragedy of an individual. The directorial
reading of the play focused on the consequences of the events, and set the
production in a prison cell, where the Pilot is constantly reliving her story
15	
  

	
  

in loops. In this case the space is the driver of the story. It represents the
reality,

the

imprisonment,

and

the

limits

of

one’s mind.

Cells

are

heterotopic places, they are not definitive in their own existence but an
extension of the prisoner’s psyche. They are a platform for remorse, places
where past and present intersect. Time is relative, there is no day or night,
there are no hours and minutes, it is solely defined by the processes in
the subjects’ mind. In a place like this, one can only be dependent on one
thing. One’s own mind. Therefore, it is a emotional and mental landscape
which is imbedded in cold reality. The idea is to criticize by showing, not
by hiding. The design relies fully on the spectator’s critical and judgmental
capacities.

Figure 2.1 Anselm, Kiefer. “Olympia(left); Departure from Egypt(right)”, New
York, 1984
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2.3 Realization
Deeper analysis led to the possibility of using an alternative space,
which would provide the authenticity of the imprisonment. A heterotopic
place was needed, which would help create the layers within the story.
“Heterotopic spaces are spaces of otherness, that are simultaneously physical and
mental, such as a parallel space (a prison) or the moment when you see yourself
in the mirror: spaces that have more layers of meaning or relationships to other
places than immediately meet the eye.”, "Heterotopia (space)." Wikipedia.
Wikimedia Foundation.
The search for such a space led to the basement of Longstreet
Theatre, which use to be the morgue during the time of the Civil War. It
is a place that is cold and secluded from daylight. Bunker-like concrete
walls and floor add to the sense of imprisonment, and the industrial low
ceilings create the illusion of lack of air and oppression. The next
challenge

was

to

create

the

inner

struggle

of

the

character,

and

communicate it visually. We needed an element that would be abstract
enough to create a contrast with the reality, and which would represent
the inner journey happening simultaneously within the story. The choice
was to create a cloud-parachute-looking installation, which would become a
surface

for

Adapting

an

video

projections

alternative

space

that
for

would

tell

the

theatre

the

story from within.

production

required

knowledge in all aspects of it. It was necessary to create conditions for the
technical staff and operators to organically become a part of the design
itself. The stage had to be invented, along with the audience. By closing
the openings from the sides, the space gained enough depth to create a
17	
  

	
  

one-on-one audience-stage relationship, with very little distance. This way
the sense of claustrophobia was preserved, and the effect of an intimate
confession was achieved. The stage area was placed on a hydraulic lift,
which conects the stage level with the basement. This allowed the
placement on the lighting grid of a projector which could shoot straight
down throught the installation and onto the floor of the playing area. The
instalation was created out of thin painter’s plastic, and was see-through.

Figure 2.2 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Ground plan”, University of South Carolina,
2016
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Figure 2.3 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Set Rendering”, University of South Carolina,
2016
When the space was deteremed, we had a number of conversations
on how to bring the inner struggle to the surface. This was to be
communicated through the actor, but being a one women show, with a
static set, Grounded needed something which would create dynamics, and
keep the spectator interested and engaged. We decided it was worth
exploring the possibilities of moving images.
‘The modern spectators, accustomed to the speed of cars and planes and
the rapid changes of scene in films, no longer have patience for the long scenechanges

associated

with

19 -century
th

theatre’- Giesekam, Greg. "Early

Experiments." Staging the Screen: The Use of Film and Video in Theatre. Basingstoke,
Hampshire: Palgrave MacMillan, 2008. pg 32. Print.
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From it’s beginnings, the motion picture strongly overturned theatre’s
role and visual language as well. Theatre creators where, and I believe still
are, very divided about using film in theatre. Some of them reject it for its
artificiality, contradictions and for a number of other reasons, while others
find it useful as another dimension that contributes to the play as a
whole. But when the moving image first made its way into the theatre
industry, it was because the tension between filmed material and live act
in created a way to show resistance to the system. ‘The most effective
political propaganda lay along the same lines as the highest artistic form.’ Erwin
Piscator, in Greg Giesekam’s ’Staging the Screen; The Use of Film and Video
in Theatre’
There are a number of reasons why the interest in Projections came
to the production of Grounded. To begin with, the play explores this
notion of technology era, where life is experienced through a computer
screen. “I am above me I am me, I’m not entirely sure where I am”, Brant,
George. Grounded. London: Samuel French, 2014. pg. 50. Print
This idea is further developed through switching realities, and the
Pilot gets lost inside of the virtual world. The next thing that we intended
to communicate through Projections was the paranoia of being watched. As
the character sinks deeper into the depression, the fear of being monitored
becomes the prevalent feeling. This is also a commentary on contemporary
world, in which paranoia is no longer linked with the fear of someone
chasing and stalking you, but with this other strange psychological prison
of being constantly observed by a camera eye. The fact that play is
vaguely based on a true story, and treats real life events and places,
20	
  

	
  

opened possibilities for documentary material. The intention was to use
some of the “real-life” footage of, for example, drone strikes. Therefore, I
aimed for a combination of documentary and prerecorded material, which
portrayed the state of agony the Pilot is trying to fight. Approaching to the
play as a collage-like poem, the moving images were used as a tool to
represent the lamentation of the destructive relation between the self and
the other self. Through flashes they punctuated a mixture of dark and
vivid imagery and computer generated errors. Near the ending, nightmare
sequences take over the reality, and The Pilot is left to wander around her
own sub-consciousness. Until it starts all over again, from the beginning.

Figure 2.4 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Production photo”, University of South Carolina
2016
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Figure 2.5 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Production photo”, University of South Carolina
2016

Figure 2.6 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Production photo”, University of South Carolina
2016
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A big dichotomy was created between what is happening on the
stage, and what was portrayed in the moving images. The challenge was
how to focus the attention of the spectator on either of the actions.
Having a couple of visually strong events going on on the stage
simultaneously resulted in confusion of the focus point, and as a result
the storyline was not as clearly communicated. This was one of the first
things that we wanted to work on in the second version of the production.

Figure 2.7 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Video Projection”, University of South Carolina
2016
It was essential to incorporate the projections as the extension of the
character’s mind. In order to achieve this, the decision was made to move
the position of the installation to the back, parallel with the action, to
provide the possibility for the actor to stand in the projection, which then
became the extension of the body. With this change in the space, the
number of interactive sequences

became possible. Through the rehearsal
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process we discovered which projection material worked the best visually
and storytelling-wise. The pre-filmed material where the figure of the
character looks over herself, which haunts her through silent motion,
helped

portray

the

psychological

agony

she

is

going

through.

The

multiplication of the self emphasized the inner struggle between her
realities, and added on to the confusion of identity. This discovery led the
production into a deeper exploration of the Pilot’s rich emotional and
mental state. More critical points within the text were discovered, and
treated more personally. Reshaping the content helped tell a clearer story,
one more cohesive in its message.

Figure 2.8 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Video Projection”, University of South Carolina
2017
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Figure 2.9 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Video Projection”, University of South Carolina
2017

Figure 2.10 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Video Projection”, University of South Carolina
2017
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When the elements of the production started working together in a
cohesive unity, it was of great importance to establish the ideas from the
very

beginning,

and

avoid

further

confusion

amongst

the

audience

members concerning the location and the type of “reality” of the play. The
idea of the never-ending loop in which The Pilot is trapped made it
possible to start the show with the atmosphere and the emotion in which
we end, but still not reveal the ending of the show, which was important.
Therefore, the opening sequence emphasized the dark atmosphere and the
projection showed the face of the Pilot in an nightmare state. As the lights
go out, the character enters through her projected image, physically and
metaphorically we enter her mind and subjective point of view.

Figure 2.11 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Video Projection”, University of South Carolina
2017
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2.4 Conclusion
Grounded was a great learning experience overall. It was one of the
productions where the scenic designer becomes strongly involved in all
aspects. Sitting through the rehearsal process and following up closely the
development of the production, helped me think about the piece of theater
in terms of time, and not necessarily just space. Discovering the rhythm of
the lines, and the dynamics of the character, provided better understanding
of the plot in terms of moving images. It revealed another layer of the
action, and opened up the possibility of playing with the relevance, or
irrelevance of the time passing. All of these notions have helped me begin
to explore the potential of projection design. Using moving image as
another character in the theatre play can be very tempting and exciting
tool, but the almost endless possibilities which these images provide can
easily take the story in the wrong direction. This happened in the first
take of the production. The overwhelming imagery didn’t all fit into a
cohesive visual, or contextual unity, the style was lost, and the plot
became very confusing. The foreignness of this new media had led me to
pure improvisation, which was based solely on my own instincts. The
other important thing which added to the confusion within the visuals was
the fact that I also didn’t understand the process of incorporating these in
the rehearsal process, or how to work with the actor in terms of
projections. Based on these initial experiences, the second take on the
production resulted in a much clearer vision. Another important learning
process

happened in the rehearsal room. My advisor, Robert Richmond

incorporated this production into the “Directorial Workshop Class”, which
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was structured around an understanding of the play from the director’s
point of view. Therefore, I was encouraged to work with the actors, and
search

for

answers

comprehension

as

about
the

the

character

designer.

This

and

the

provided

play

beyond

me

with

my

better

understanding and appreciation of all the other elements within the theatre
production. Sitting through a process like this, as a young designer, I have
gained confidence in my knowledge and have expanded the limits of my
perception. One of the very important things which I have recognized
through this production, is how essential is for a student to be allowed to
make mistakes. The preconception that a student should already know
everything and should be a perfect representative of the University, can
never be as productive as allowing the student to make her own mistakes.
In this case the learning process, and the main impetus forward was the
very discovery of mistakes. Just being able to recognize what, and why
something is dramaturgically not working, is half way to finding the
solution.
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CHAPTER THREE
LA FURA DELS BAUS
This Chapter will focus on my experiences working on three
productions with the Opera Company La Fura Dels Baus from Barcelona,
Spain. The main emphasis will be on the opera The Creation, by Joseph
Haydn, and two other productions, The Siege of Corinth, by Gioachino
Rossini and The Apocalypse, by Albert Mestres. The director of these operas
was Carlus Padrissa. He mentored the internship, and led me through the
work process. This Chapter will also explore the differences between
Drama and Opera, storytelling through imagery, and the difficulties in
communicating ideas through music.
3.1 The Creation
“How many parts make up an entity? And which ones are
essential? This fundamental philosophical problem is studied in mereology,
a branch of contemporary analytic metaphysics. Mereology is the theory of
part hood relations. It explores the relations of parts to the whole and the
relations of part to part within a whole. This performance can be used to
visualize-

like

metaphysical

a

thought

theories:

experiment-

1) Monism; 2)

two important and

The

Principle

original

of Unrestricted

Mereological Composition. The monist “holds that the whole is prior to its
parts, and thus views the cosmos as fundamental, with metaphysical
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explanation dangling downward from the One” Monism: The Priority of the
Whole”, Jonathan Schaffer, pg 31, 2010.
Even more radical, many philosophers today interpret this theory as
the view that exactly one thing exists. On such a view there are no
particles, pebbles, planets, or any other parts to the world. There is only
the One. Salimbeni, Michele. Concept. N.d. Raw data. Spain, Barcelona.

Figure 3.1 La Fura Dels Baus. “Concept Video”, Barcelona, 2017
What is the part in relation to the whole? Could a part become
independent? The different parts of the assemblage interact with each other
so that the Whole brings a new quality which the parts do not have
detached from the whole. The Whole becomes non reducible. All of these
ideas have inspired the production of the Creation.
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Figure 3.2 La Fura Dels Baus. “Concept Video”, Barcelona, 2017

Figure 3.3 La Fura Dels Baus. “Concept Video”, Barcelona, 2017
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Joseph Haydn's oratory illustrates the Creation of the world inspired
by the Genesis, The biblical book of the Psalms and Paradise Lost, by John
Milton. This piece is almost always performed in a concert version but in
this case it is staged in a minimalistic, sober and respectful way with the
music and the libretto. The goal of this production was to challenge the
story of Creation by introducing the modern perspectives of science and
physics. “Seven Brief Lessons on Physics”, by Carlo Rovelli , and the theory
“Plurality of Worlds” by philosopher David Lewis, provided us a fresh view on
the story. The idea was for the audience to have a sensorial experience
through the fusion of music with darkness and light; with contrasts in
scale, the relativity of the micro/macro, and the relation between Order
and Chaos. In order to achieve this, the Director Carlus Padrissa has
created a “molecular set”, in which the chorus plays the essential role in
telling the story. Each member of the chorus holds a tablet and 4” white
helium balloon. The tablets holds the musical notes and the coordinates in
the space which indicated the position in every moment of the show. This
way, the choreography is fully predetermined and the movement of the
chorus creates different images. Slow and constant movements, along with
the weightless voices of soloists will flow surrounded by molecules and
textures of light. It is the union of science, poetry and mysticism. The
relationship between the music, the imagery and the movement should form The
One. The ultimate spectacle that grows from performance into an “experience”.
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Figure 3.4 La Fura Dels Baus. “Model”, Barcelona, 2016

Figure 3.5 La Fura Dels Baus. “Model”, Barcelona, 2016
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The production is a touring show, and from the perspective of set
design it required a lot of planning and dedication starting with table
work.

The

opening

is

scheduled

for

May

the

12 ,
th

in

“the

Cité

musicale de l'Île Seguin”, Paris. After this, on June the 5 , the show travels
th

to The Elbphilharmonie, Hamburg. The tour will also go to Vienna, Aix
en Provence, and a couple of other European cities. The model of the set
was in the studio, and along with the creative team, Clara Sulla- costume
designer,

Marc

Molinos-

Video

and

Projection

designer,

Sebastian

Mealla(ProtoPixel)- lighting designer, the Director Carlus and myself went
through the script to discuss each scene. The creative team was generous
in sharing, and listening to ideas. The precision of the model was
essential, and the Video designer used it as a projection surface, in order
to explore the moving imagery, to see which would work the best. This
part of the process was particularly interesting for me, because we got to
spend a lot of time experimenting, and discovering new things. Projection
design was established as one of the main storytelling tools. This allowed
me to get more involved in the research phase. We have explored a
number of visual styles, just by applying already existing videos on the
model. Through elimination we have came to the conclusion that the
vectorial, black and white imagery worked the best with both the concept
and the set. At this point the Projection designer has already started
making animations, and I have started playing around with the camera.
Since most of the material which was needed was abstract there were a lot
of possibilities to create Videos from manipulating simple elements like
water and fog. In the second scene from the libretto, the waters get
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separated from the ground, and I have created a 10 minute sequence of
which was pre filmed material from Barcelona City Aquarium.

Figure 3.6 Joksimovic, Tamara. “Video Projection”, Barcelona, 2016
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I did a couple of experiments with fog. For an underwater sequence we
needed a video of Jelly fish. I drilled holes into the plywood, and we
would let the fog go through. This created interesting sea creature like
forms, which would disappear in the air. Apart from playing with video
material, I was assigned to adjust the scenery for four different venues.
This task has provided me with a better understanding of how certain
restrictions could be used as a benefit, and the communication techniques
for how to achieve something which is considered impossible. I was in
constant contact with Jaume Grau, the technical director of the show, and
Ignacio Infiesta, the architect and the collaborator, who went through all
the Ground plans I prepared, and gave suggestions. The lighting designer
was one of the artists from the ProtoPixel team- a Company that does
lighting sculptures and installations. They are exploring the potential of a
single controllable LED, and specifically for this show, he created a self
illuminating set and costumes. Individual LEDs are placed inside the set
pieces and costumes, and all are separately controlled from a single
computer. This allowed the production to be fully lit in itself, with only
the combination of LEDs and Video Projections. Since the show is intended
to be fully self sustainable, this opened the possibility of performing in a
number of non-convectional spaces.
The most rewarding and creative part of the Internship was the
meetings of creative team where we did scene to scene break down. I
would

come

with

visual

inspiration,

which

would

sometimes

evoke

interesting conversations. The fact that we had the model in the room was
very helpful, since we could try out ideas in the moments of creation.
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After the first hand script work, I did the scene breakdown, which had all
the

explanations

and

positions.

This

was

than

forwarded

to

all

collaborators. Once we had gone through the script a couple of times and
we had a clear vision about the Production, we placed the scene
breakdown on one of the walls in the studio. This collage started growing
each day as we added more research images and notes. I found this very
helpful as a communication tool. Everybody involved in the production, at
each point, had a clear insight in where things were going, and most of
the issues started resolving very early in the process. This created space
for further development of ideas. It has to be considered that the work on
this opera lasted for five months. This is a luxury which not many
productions have. Extensive table work can also become counterproductive.
In the end the piece comes to life when it hits the stage. The question is
how much of this work and these ideas get lost when it comes to the
actual staging. This is yet to be answered, because the production is still
waiting to come to life.

Figure 3.7 La Fura Dels Baus. “Model”, Barcelona, 2017
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Figure 3.8 La Fura Dels Baus. “Rehearsal photos”, Barcelona, 2017
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Figure 3.9 La Fura Dels Baus. “Rehearsal photo”, Barcelona, 2017

Figure 3.10 La Fura Dels Baus. “Rehearsal photo”, Barcelona, 2017
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Figure 3.11 La Fura Dels Baus. “Rehearsal photo”, Barcelona, 2016

Figure 3.12 La Fura Dels Baus. “Rehearsal photo”, Barcelona, 2017
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Figure 3.13 La Fura Dels Baus. “Rehearsal photo”, Barcelona, 2017
3.2 The Siege of Corinth
This production will take place at the “Rossini Festival 2017”, in
Pesaro, Italy, in August 2017. The director is Carlus Pardissa, and along
with the painter Lita Cabellut he has created the set and costume designs
for the opera. The story of the siege of Corinth unravels the inner struggle
of the Human Being with love, passion, sacrifice and loyalty against a
background of war and suffering, culminating in the peace and infinity of
death. Through the ages Mankind has fought wars over lack of water. It
seems like Earth has withdrawn her feeding from the people which causes
drought and the devastating fire of war, both outside and inside Human
souls. The exploration of the soul of the Human Being, which is by far the
most important aspect of the artistry of Cabellut, interrelates on a deeper
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level of the story with the Siege of Corinth.

Padrissa

and

Cabellut

are

developing the Art direction based on paintings, video compositions and
sculptural and fabric designs. The background to the setting is grim. The
ground is broken because of the drought. The plastics symbolize how the
people try to retain the water, the most essential part of life. And these
bottles form at the same time the walls of division. Above the scenery of
exhausted, dried out, yet determined armies and their leaders two figures
on canvas rise, representing Godlike judges. These express the psychological
layer of the impossible decision between love and loyalty. Between life and
death. The humanity of these Gods is a reference to Greek tragedy. The
eight depictured portraits that emerge on canvasses above the outbreak are
at the same time human and yet angels.

Figure 3.14 La Fura Dels Baus. “Visual Inspiration”, Barcelona,
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Figure 3.15 La Fura Dels Baus. “Visual Inspiration”, Barcelona, 2016
In contrast with The Creation, The Siege of Corinth is not intended to
be a touring show, and it is far more static. The contrast of the main two
elements- bottled water and dry soil, should evoke a critique on the
capitalistic

ways

of

resolving

geo-political

affairs. My

work

on

this

production was far less extensive then on the others. Since it was in a
very early phase, I have been assigned to help with the drafting. There
was only the basic 3d model, and I worked on the elevations.
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Figure 3.16 Joksimovic, Tamara. “3d Model”, Barcelona, 2016
The creative part of this process was the conversations between the
director and the painter. I found the way a painter approaches theatricality
inspiring . It came to my attention whether it was intentional or not, that
she was thinking in terms of still frames. Every scene was treated as a
still life. The massive scenes of battles, for example, are inspired by great
masters with the dramatic sharp edged light. Front side of chorus’
costumes form one of her paintings, whereas the other creates a subtle
gradient in color and intensity. Therefore, the emphasis remains on the
visual impact.

Figure 3.17 Padrissa, Carlus. “3d model”, Barcelona, 2016
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Figure 3.18 Padrissa, Carlus. “Set Rendering”, Barcelona, 2016

Figure 3.19 Padrissa, Carlus. “Set Rendering”, Barcelona, 2016	
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Figure 3.20 Padrissa, Carlus. “Set Rendering”, Barcelona, 2016

Figure 3.21 Cabellut, Lita. “Painting collage”, Barcelona, 2016
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3.3 Apocalypse
The opera Apocalypse was still in the concept phaze. The libretto was
simultaneously written with the music, stage directions, and visualization.
The meetings were held in the Studio of La Fura, where the artists would
come together with different materials and create table work collectively.
The writer of the libretto, Albert Mestres, would come with drafts of the
script and textual references. Enric Pujol, the visual artist, would bring
drawings and a sketchbook; and the director, Carlus Padrissa would go
through scenes and visualize the action. Enric Pujol has created a story
board based on the libretto, and translating it to theatrical language seems
like an inspiring and great artistic challenge. The Opera was intended to
be performed in an alternative space, outside. One of the ideas was to
take it on a ship (The La Fura Company owns an old ship which is
adjustable for performances), where the show will travel around Europe,
and the action would take place in and outside of the ship. This was yet
to be discovered. It will require more than hundred ensemble members,
and includes massive scenes. The execution of the opera production
process will start in August 2017.
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Figure 3.22 Pujol, Enric. “Illustration”, Barcelona, 2016
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The myths of life renewal through death are some of the oldest
ones in Human history. The book of Saint John’s Apocalypse amalgamates
several transformation myths. Opera Apocalypse aims to return to the
Primigenian myth, without the Christian tradition additions, in a ritualistic
performance where the musicians, the orchestra and the audience are
integrated into the stage which goes all around the theatre building. The
libretto of the opera has very strong imagery, and the plot is divided into
seven sequences of different content. The first sequence is the Prefacewhere the Walker, not remembering who or where he is, awakes in the
desert. A black hole forms in the sky and sucks him in.

Figure 3.23 Pujol, Enric. “Illustration”, Barcelona, 2016
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The second sequence is the story of “The Throne of Seven Powers and
Seven Seals”. The Walker arrives before the throne of the Seven Powers.
The Lamp opens the sixth seal and a great earthquake is produced.

Figure 3.24 Pujol, Enric. “Illustration”, Barcelona, 2016
The third sequence are “The Seven Trumpets and the Catastrophes” the
first trumpet plays and a hailstorm and fire mixed with blood are dropped
on the Earth. As the final trumpet sounds horrors rain down on the Earth
coming out of the final trumpeter.

Figure 3.25 Pujol, Enric. “Illustration”, Barcelona, 2016
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In the fourth scene the four horsemen of the Apocalypse emerge through
the chest of the final trumpeter. First comes the White horse- “The
conqueror” who represents greed. His role is to turn humans against each
other. The second to arrive is the Horsemen on the Red horse- The Red
symbolizes the blood that is shed in the wars. He gains the greater power
to create war after the First Horsemen, who has planted the seeds of
hatred. Next comes The Black Horse- "Lord as a Law-Giver", holding the
Scale of Justice. He brings hunger and sickness to the already devastated
Humans. And the fourth arrives on the Pale Horse- he is Death. After The
Horsemen comes the fifth sequence- “The Woman and The Dragon”.
Samma brings the Walker towards the woman to make love. The woman
becomes pregnant immediately. She feels the pain of the birth, and The
Dragon enters to eat the child when it would be born. The sixth sequance
portrays the final Judgement, where Human kind gets devided between the
guilty and the just. The massive scene of hundreds of chorus members
forms waves of people becoming fire, water, air and ground. In the final
Epilogue scene, as the Walker and his son are alone in the desert, the
Four Horsemen of resurrection come down from the sky. The burned trees
begin to sprout. The dead stand up slowly and sing to new life.
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Figure 3.26 Pujol, Enric. “Illustration”, Barcelona, 2016
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Figure 3.27 Pujol, Enric. “Illustration”, Barcelona, 2016
3.4 Conclusion
My working experience at La Fura opened a new way of exploring.
In combination with my “traditional theatre education”, this journey has
helped me develop a new form of abstraction in the storytelling. I have
discovered new visual communication tools, that are not self-contained in
words. Opera, essentially is a visual experience. As a theatre designer, the
possibilities for abstraction and visual impact are very strong. The loose
ends of an Opera libretto offer much less precision in telling the story,
and furthermore, making the statement isn’t necessarily opera’s purpose.
The work of La Fura, constantly pursues for the Wagnerian notion of
“Gesamkunstwerk”- The total work of Art, which is completely self-sufficient.
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This refers to the notion that the elements of the show work together in
order to create a full experience, “the illusion”, which is not related to the
reality of the theatrical setting. Working on a production like this is
creatively empowering, and considering that the traditional conventions are
set aside, the process is liberating. Reflecting further on this experience, it
should be said that it hasn’t necessarily raised important questions for me
concerning modern society, and struggles within an individual, nor has it
made the difference in my understanding of the contemporary artistic and
theatrical tendencies. Therefore, it did not change my essential drive as an
artist. Their work is experimental, visual and different, but it by no means
challenged or explored in depth Human nature. Beneath the layers of
visuals, a lot of the work remains empty. Under the course of three
months in Barcelona, I came to a better understanding of what good
communication is. La Fura is already an established artistic community,
where all the collaborators have been working together on a number of
successful productions. This implies that the trust within the team is
present, and that the tensions of the unknown are very limited. Being a
part of this team was truly a wonderful experience, but the question
which remains is whether this is creatively and artistically challenging
enough. Working with the same people for many years brings comfort,
where very few “fresh” things can come to life. This further results in a
recycling of ideas, and the audience gets accustomed to an already
expected outcome. As a young artist, I understand the importance of
working with people who understand you and vice-versa, but essentially I
don’t consider that the theatre should be a place of comfort. Searching for
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new artistic tendencies should not be just the pursuit of new technologies
or expression tools, but going outside of one’s comfort zone, because this
is where discovery and progress happen. Considering that I was assisting
on productions which were still in their first phases, it is hard to make a
conclusion of the outcomes. Being able to sit around the table and discuss
ideas every day was creative, but I never really got the chance to fully
engage in the final result. Having said this, the internship at La Fura is yet
to wrap up.
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